Protect your body.
Prepare to paint.
3M™ Automotive Aftermarket Division
3M Masking Solutions Products

3M™ Masking
Solutions.
Masking tape is used in all types of applications
throughout the repair process. 3M offers a range of
products to help increase productivity and improve
profitability, by reducing repair process times and
eliminating rework costs.
3M is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of
tapes. Through intensive research and development
in laboratories throughout the world, we have created
a range of new and innovative products that provide
fast and effective solutions for every masking situation.
From fine line painting and detailing to general
protection, 3M masking systems are able to meet
all demands.

Aperture masking
for smooth blend lines.

3M Soft Edge Masking Foam Tape
An effective solution for time-consuming
masking of vehicles prior to painting. The
tape is used to mask vehicle apertures such
as door, bonnet, boot and filler cap. As well
as achieving the required ‘soft edge’, this tape
ensures that the interior of the vehicle is kept
free of paint and dust.

3M Soft Edge Masking Foam Tape.

3M Soft Edge Masking Foam Tape PLUS
utilises a tubular design that will deform to
expand or compress to fill a range of aperture
sizes. This allows painters to easily mask both
wide and narrow openings in one simple step,
whilst the offset adhesive bead allows the
product to be placed away from the paint
edge to optimise the soft edge.

3M Soft Edge Masking Foam Tape PLUS.

Accurately masking
difficult contours and areas.

3M Trim Masking Tape eliminates visible paint
edges and reduces the cost of removing and
installing new mouldings and glass. It allows
paint coverage under the moulding, saving
time and labour on removing paint lines on
existing mouldings.

3M Trim Masking Tape.
3M Trim Lifting Cord eases the problems when
painting up to a rubber moulding such as around
a windscreen. A flexible 6mm diameter foam
cord is slid under the moulding using a clever
applicator tool. Quick to apply, the cord ensures
no edge build-up and no visible evidence of
repair work, thus eliminating the need to remove
the glass. An applicator tool is supplied free with
each box.
3M Trim Lifting Cord.
3M Smooth Transition Tape is a fast and simple
way to create smooth transitions whilst painting
base and clear coat finishes. Our tape provides
a flawless appearance when masking and
painting parts such as door apertures, quarter
edge panels and swage lines. It can be used in
conjunction with 3M Soft Edge Foam Masking
Tape PLUS for primer repairs so it is great for
SMART repairs.
3M Smooth Transition Tape.

Premium range prevents
rework and saves money
on time and materials.

3M Purple Premium PLUS Clear Masking Film
prevents moisture imprinting and ghosting on
painted vehicle surfaces. The film is a premium
high density plastic sheeting which withstands
temperatures of up to 120oC for an hour. Masking
tape can easily be removed and repositioned
on the film.
3M Taped Masking Film is used for localised
masking and SMART repairs. Our pre-applied
tape makes this film easy to use, and our micro
replication technology means that you can tear
in clean, straight lines without a blade. It protects
against paint spray and prevents paint running off
the plastic film.
3M Scotch® High Performance
Masking Tape (Blue) 3434 is suitable for a wide
variety of applications in auto refinishing. Use in
environments up to 110oC and in conditions of
high water resistance. Our high performance blue
crepe paper masking tape has excellent solvent
and water resistance properties.

3M Purple Premium PLUS Clear Masking Film.

3M Taped Masking Film.

3M Scotch® Premium Auto Refinish Masking
Tape (Green) 3030 gives you clean paint lines and
less build-up. Our green-coloured, smooth creped
masking tape is a specially formulated cross-linked
rubber/resin adhesive and suits a wide variety of
bodyshop applications.

3M Scotch® Masking Tape.

Part No.

Item

Dimensions

Configuration

Units per box

Boxes per case

1

1

1

1

3M™ Soft Edge Foam Masking Tape
50421
09678
09973

3M Soft Edge Masking Foam Tape PLUS

7 x 21mm x 7m
10 x 13mm x 5m

3M Soft Edge Masking Foam Tape

7 x 19mm x 5m

3M Specialist Masking
06345
06347
06349

5mm strips
7mm strips

3M Trim Masking Tape

50.8mm x 10m

06348

10mm strips

1

6

15mm strips

06342

Starter Kit

Mixed

1

09529

3M Trim Lifting Cord

6mm x 40m

1

1

06800

3M Smooth Transition Tape

0.25" x 30'

5

12

1

1

3M Large Area Masking
50988
50989

3M Purple Premium PLUS Clear Masking Film

05967

5m x 120m
40cm x 25m

05968
05969

4m x 150m

30

60cm x 25m
3M Taped Masking Film

90cm x 25m

05970

110cm x 25m

05971

180cm x 25m

1

24
22

3M Premium Masking
07897
07898
07899

3M Scotch® High Performance
Masking Tape Blue 3434

50978
50980

3M Premium Auto Refinish Masking Tape Green 3030

50981

24mm x 50m

36

36mm x 50m

24

48mm x 50m

20

24mm x 50m

36

36mm x 50m
48mm x 50m

24

1

1

For more information visit: www.3M.co.uk/bodyshop
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